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Physics/Instrumentation: Image Reconstruction & Data Simulation
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Evaluation of advanced SPECT reconstruction technologies
P. Knoll1, D. Kotalova2, L. Zadrazil3, I. Kuzelka3, M. Samal2, H. Bergmann4;
1
Wilhelminenspital, Vienna, AUSTRIA, 2Charles University Prague, Prague,
CZECH REPUBLIC, 3Hospital Havlickuv Brod, Havlickuv Brod, CZECH
REPUBLIC, 4Center for Biomedical Engineering, Medical Univiersity of
Vienna, Vienna, AUSTRIA.
Aim: Each of the three major manufacturers of SPECT systems offers as an advanced option
iterativereconstructionincorporatingthemodelingofspatiallyvariableresolutionandofscatter.
This work aims at assessing the performance of the new algorithms by measuring spatial
resolution and noise using a realistic physical phantom and the manufacturer recommended
reconstructionschemesinaclinicalsetting.Materialsandmethods:OnthreeSPECT/CTsystems,
manufacturedbyGeneralElectrics,PhilipsandSiemens,alloftheminstalledrecentlyaphantom
was imaged using high resolution collimators and otherwise identical acquisition parameters.
After the SPECT acquisition (360°, 6°/step, 40sec./frame) an additional CT scan was done and
used for attenuation correction. The phantom consisted of the trunk of the IEC/NEMA body
phantom into which line sources were inserted. The line sources were filled with 99mͲTc, and
tomographicacquisitionsweremadealternativelyinair,withthephantomfilledwithwaterand
with a 99mͲTc solution producing a warm background. Reconstructions were carried out
following the manufacturers' recommended protocols using the Evolution (E;GE), the Astonish
(A;Philips) and the Flash3D (F;Siemens) software and attenuation correction, with and without
filteringandscattercorrection.Asareferencethedatawereprocessedusingstandarditerative
reconstructionalgorithms(OSEMandMLEM).FromarepresentativetransaxialslicetheFWHM
(fullwidthathalfmaximum)ofthelinesourcesand,forthesliceswithawarmbackground,the
noise in a background region was calculated. Results: Spatial resolution decreased significantly
with the new algorithms for all measurement conditions. Typically, FWHM with scatter was
7,9/11,6 (no filter/filter) mm for A, 7,6/11,8 mm for E and 8,4/11,0 mm for F. Corresponding
reference values were higher by 40/20 % (A), 36/9 % (E) and 15/0 % (F). Depending on the
reconstructionmodeandparameters,thetotalnumberofcountsintheslicevariedbyuptoa
factor of 4, indicating unequal scaling used by the different algorithms. Noise variance was
inconsistent between different reconstruction modes, most likely due to the varying scaling
and/or different reconstruction parameters. Conclusions: Spatial resolution improves by an
averageof30percentusingthecommerciallyavailableadvancedreconstructiontechnologyina
realistic clinical setting. Great care must be taken to avoid unnecessary filtering which may be
includedbydefaultinsomeprotocols.Forallthreesoftwaresystems,preservationofcountsis
not maintained, so that quantitation of radioactivity needs careful calibration for each
reconstructionprotocoltobeused.
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Development of optimized cone-beam brain SPECT
A. Krol1, L. Vogelsang2, H. Ye3, D. H. Feiglin1; 1SUNY Upstate Medical
University, Syracuse, NY, UNITED STATES, 2Syracuse University,
Syracuse, NY, UNITED STATES, 3Toshiba Research Center, Chicago, IL,
UNITED STATES.
Aims:(1)TomaximizecontrastͲtoͲnoiseratio(CNR)forbrainSPECTimagingwithoptimizedhalfͲ
coneͲbeamcollimators(HCBC)andoptimizedacquisitionorbitsand(2)toreducetruncationand
sampling artifacts. Materials & methods: We studied a brain SPECT using dualͲhead gamma
camera with two HCBCs or a HCBC combined with a fanͲbeam collimator (FBC). The HCBC was
usedtoavoidcollisionwithpatient’sshoulders.Twoparameterswereoptimized:theacquisition
orbit shape and the focal length of the HCBC. The constraint was a total acquisition time. The
followingorbitswereconsidered:helicalwithtwoHCBCs,andoneHCBCcombinedwithoneFBC
in a singleͲcircularͲorbit. TcͲ99m HMPAO brain SPECT scan was simulated by Monte Carlo
package (SimSET) for the numerical Zubal brain phantom in a 128×128 matrix with HCBC focal
lengths = 30, 20 and 15 cm, FBC focal length = 40 cm, and the radius of rotation = 32 cm.
Analytical projection sets were created for a numerical miniͲDefrise phantom with the same
collimators. The detector response, scatter and Poisson noise were considered in Monte Carlo
simulations, but not in analytical projections. All projections were reconstructed using ordered
subsets expectation maximization with a volumetric system model and exact attenuation
correction (OS = 5, up to 100 iterations). Results: Both qualitative and quantitative evaluations
indicatethataxialdistortionartifactsarealwayspresentinthereconstructedimagesacquiredin
the singleͲcircleͲorbit using HCBC and FBC since it cannot satisfy the Tuy’s sampling sufficiency
condition. These artifacts could be suppressed by using helical orbits. The CNR is significantly
enhanced within HCBC field of view, as compared to conventional two FBCs singleͲcircleͲorbit
brainSPECTimaging.Thisenhancementishigherfortheshorterfocallengthanddecreaseswith
increasingdistancefromtheimagevolumecenter.Conclusions:TheimprovedcontrastͲtoͲnoise
andartifactsͲfreereconstructedimagesareobtainedinbrainSPECTwithhelicalorbitwithtwo
HCBCs at a cost of extended acquisition time and required modification of SPECT camera.
Combined HCBCͲFBC SPECT with a singleͲcircleͲorbit improves contrastͲtoͲnoise ratio but also
createaxialdistortionartifacts.However,theseartifactsmightbemadesmallenoughbyproper
selection of HCBC parameters to be acceptable in clinical practice. Such solution might be
preferable over helical HCBC SPECT because it could be readily implemented on the existing
gammacameras.
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3D Volume-of-Interest Quantitative
Phantom SPECT/CT Scans
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S. Shcherbinin, A. Celler; The University of British Columbia, Radiology,
Vancouver, BC, CANADA.

Aim:Ourmotivationistoimprovetheaccuracyofreconstructedactivitydistributionfortumor
SPECT scans. Conventional procedures reconstruct the activity distribution inthe whole object,
resultinginrelativelypooraccuracy/resolutionfortumorsandwastingresourcestryingtorebuild
diagnosticallyuselessbackground.Inthisstudy,weapplya“local”reconstructionconcepttothe
volumes of interest (VOIs) surrounding tumors located in low background. Materials and
Methods:OurexperimentalsetupreproducedtheclinicalSPECTstudywithcylindrical33mlvials
(tumors)locatedinside7000mlthoraxphantom(DataSpectrumCorp.).Intotal,fourexperiments
withInfiniaͲHawkeyeSPECTͲCTcamera(GEHealthcare)wereperformed.Ineachstudy,3Ͳ5vials
(each containing 6Ͳ9MBq of TcͲ99m activity) were placed in different locations inside the
phantom. Modeling highͲuptake tumors in low background, we scanned phantoms without
(experiments1and2)andwithinactive(experiments3and4)water.FollowingtheTcͲ99mͲMDP
protocol, camera made 90 stops (30 seconds each) over 360 degrees. We compared two
reconstructionconcepts.First,“global”,methodusedorderedsubsetsexpectationmaximization
(OSEM) algorithm (2Ͳ8 iterations) and recovered activity in the whole phantom volume. To
increase the quantitative accuracy of reconstructions of activity distribution inside vials, we
implementedcorrectionsforresolutionloss(RC),attenuation(AC)andscatter(SC).Inthesecond
approach, we surrounded each source by a cubic VOI (290ml each) and reconstructed activity
onlyinsidethisvolume.TheVOIͲbasedsystemmatricesincorporatedthesamecorrections(RC,
AC, and SC) and were analytically calculated. While the matrix in the first approach is underͲ
determined (although the majority of unknowns are not of interest), VOIͲbased matrices are
overͲdetermined. This “extra” information from the acquired data canbeused to apply afiner
grid inside VOIs (to increase resolution) or employ improved methods to solve systems of
equationsofrelativelysmallsize(toincreaseaccuracy).Weinvestigatedthesecondopportunity
andappliednonͲiterativeGaussianeliminationmethodtofindweightedpenalizedleastsquares
(VOIͲWPLS) solution. Results: The “local” VOIͲbased WPLS led to more accurate recovery of
activity distribution inside VOIs than the conventional “global” OSEM algorithm. The errors of
totalactivityofvialsreconstructedbystandardOSEMwere15Ͳ17%andbyVOIͲWPLSͲ6Ͳ11%.In
addition, the relative voxelͲbyͲvoxel deviation from the true activity distribution provided by
OSEMwas27Ͳ32%,andbyVOIͲWPLSͲ22Ͳ24%.Conclusion:VOIͲbasedreconstructionofactivity
distribution may potentially provide improved quantitative accuracy for SPECT/CT imaging of
lowͲbackgroundtumors.
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Respiratory motion in small animal PET using Monte Carlo
simulations
S. Branco1, S. Jan2, P. Almeida1; 1Universidade de Lisboa, Faculdade de
Ciências, Instituto de Biofísica e Engenharia Biomédica, Lisboa,
PORTUGAL, 2CEA/DSV/I2BM, Service Hospitalier Frédéric Joliot, Orsay,
FRANCE.
Aim: Respiratory motion is known to affect the quality of PET imaging, hindering the location,
lesiondetectionandtracerquantificationinoncology.Theuseofthedynamicrespiratoryfeature
availableintheMOBYmousephantomcanallowobtaininginsightontheimpactofrespiratory
motion on the detection of lung tumors using FDGͲPET. We used a Monte Carlo simulation
system in order to produce realistic simulated mouse scans and evaluate the degradation on
lesion detection for wholeͲbody mouse PET imaging, due to normal breathing. Material &
Methods: The Geant4 Application for Tomographic Emission (GATE) Monte Carlo platform was
used for modeling the microPET® FOCUS 220 system and implementing the digital MOBY
phantom. We have changed the 4D MOBY respiratory model to produce physiological “stress
breathing” condition, inorder to reproduce the respiratory mouse motion during a typical PET
examination.Asphericallunglesionwasimplementedanditsmotionmodeledasafunctionof
thenonnormaltidalbreathingcondition.Forthatpurpose,asetofstaticanddynamic(includes
the mouse breathing motion and the tumor motion) FDG simulation scans were performed
considering different lesion radius (0.375 mm, 0.5mm, 0.625 mm, 0.75 mm and 1.0 mm) and
differentactivityuptakes.ThewholeͲbodyactivitydistributionwassetaccordingtotheactivity
distributionassignedtothedifferentwholebodystructures,obtainedfromrealFDGdata.Inall
theperformedsimulations,physicaleffectsandtissueattenuationwerenotconsideredinorder
to obtain a full correction of positron range and gamma accolinearity. Results: In the static
images the lesion is clearly shown, keeping its spherical shape. For the dynamic images, the
lesion appears blurred and elongated as a consequence of the breathing movement. However,
lesionswithasizelessthan0.75mmdiameterandacontrastof1.5:1mayremainundetected.
Conclusion:Thelocationanddetectionoflesionsinthoracicandabdominalmouseimagingcan
be affected by the respiratory motion due the displacement of the organs during the normal
breathing.Thiseffectshouldbetakenintoaccountwhensearchinglesionsandquantifyingtumor
tracer uptake in highly deforming structures such as the lungs. The optimization of acquisition
protocols,imagecorrectionproceduresandreconstructionmethodsforthewholebodymouse
willthereforebedoneinthefuture.
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Monte Carlo Simulation of The GE LYSO-Based Discovery RX
PET/CT Scanner Using GATE: a Validation Study
P. Geramifar1, M. R. Ay2, M. Shamsaii Zafarghandi1, G. Loudos3, A.
Rahmim4; 1Faculty of Physics and Nuclear Engineering, Amir Kabir
University of Technology, Tehran, IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF,
2
Department of Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering, School of
Medicine, Medical Sciences/ University of Tehran & Research Center for
Science and Technology in Medicine, Medical Sciences/ University of
Tehran, Tehran, IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF, 3Department of Medical
Instruments Technology, Technological Educational Institute of Athens,
Athens, GREECE, 4Department of Radiology, School of Medicine, Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, UNITED STATES.
The Geant4 Application for Tomographic Emission (GATE) is an open source Monte Carlo
simulation platform developed for PET and SPECT studies and is suported by the OpenGATE
collaboration. GATE provides the ability of modeling timeͲdependent phenomena, such as
geometryelementmovementsandsourcedecaykinetics,allowingthesimulationoftimecurves
under realistic acquisition conditions. It also provides the ability to model and account for the
effects of photon noncollinearity, offͲaxis detector penetration, detector size and response,
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positronrange,photonscatter,andpatientmotionontheresolutionandqualityofPETimages.
ThepurposeofthispaperistovalidateaGATEmodelforthesimulationoftheGEDiscoveryRX
PET/CT Scanner to demonstrate the flexibility and accuracy of GATE besides showing the
potentialbenefitsofavalidatedPETscannersimulationinprotocoloptimizationandinsystem
design. The scanner possesses high NECR, low scatter fraction, and good spatial resolution
characteristics.ThethreeͲdimensionalGATEmodelconsistsof4.2x6.3x30mm3LYSOcrystals
groupedin9x6blocks.Thereare24ringswith630crystalsperringforagrandtotalof15120
crystals. The ring diameter is 88.6 cm and the transaxial and axial fields of view are 70cm and
15.7cm, respectively. The validation is carried out against actual measurements performed in
accordancewiththeNationalElectricalManufacturesAssociation(NEMA)NU2Ͳ2001protocols.
Overallresultsforthesensitivity,scatterfractionandcountratesperformanceshowverygood
agreementbetweenthesimulatedandtheexperimentaldata.Theratioofthesensitivitieswith
sources radially offset 0 and 10cm from the scanner's main axis are agrees to within 1% of
measurements.ThesimulatedscatterfractionfortheNEMANU2Ͳ2001phantomalsoagreesto
withinlessthan3.5%ofmeasuredvalues.Theexperimentalpeaktruecountrateof453.6kcps
and the peak activity concentration of 30.8 kBq/cc were matched by the simulated results to
within0.5%.ThesimulatedcountratecurvesalsoresultedinapeakNECRof120.41kcpsat22.5
kBq/cccomparedto117.7kcpsat21.7kBq/ccfromexperimentalvalues.Insummary,wehave
demonstratedtheGATEMonteCarlocodeisausefultoolformodelingofscannergeometryfor
thepurposeofdesignoptimizationandperformanceprediction.Themodelinthisstudyisbeing
improved in order to explore what gains in PET performance could be achieved if the timing
resolutionwasimproved.
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Analytic and Monte Carlo Derived System Matrices for Small
Animal PET Imaging
J. Schirmer1, I. Torres-Espallardo1, J. Minde2, V. Spanoudaki1, R. Trager1,
S. Ziegler1; 1Klinikum rechts der Isar, Munich, GERMANY, 2Pentland Firth
Software GmbH, Munich, GERMANY.
Aim: System matrices required for iterative image reconstruction can be categorized by the
quality of the resultant images and the computational speed necessary to produce a matrix.
WhilesystemmatricesderivedbyMonteCarlosimulationsincludethecompleteresponseofthe
scanner with the full description of the detector process, the simulations are very time
consuming. Analytic models are faster, but, it is important to determine how accurate they
describethesystemmatrix.Theaimofthisworkistoevaluatetheperformanceoftwoanalytic
models, onebased onSiddon rayͲtracing[1] and the other on modeling thedetector response
function(DRF)[2].ThesemodelscanbecomparedwithMonteCarloderivedsystemmatricesby
reconstructing with an MLEM iterative algorithm and comparing the overall image quality.
Methods: Three small animal PET scanner geometries are considered: a dualͲlayer crystal ring
geometry, and two singleͲlayer ring geometries with crystal lengths 10 and 14mm. For each
geometry, system matrices are calculated using Monte Carlo simulations via the GATE code as
well as two analytic models (i.e. Siddon and DRF). Reconstructions using an MLEM iterative
reconstruction algorithm and Derenzo and capillary phantoms are used to obtain images for
performanceevaluation.Thespatialresolutioniscomparedforeachgeometryandsystemmatrix
model.Results:TheresultsshowthatreconstructionusingMonteCarloderivedsystemmatrices
givesthebestoverallqualitativeimageswiththehighestspatialresolution(FWHM~1mm,half
thecrystalsize).Theanalyticmodelsarefastbutrelyonanaccuratecalculationofthegeometric
part of the system matrix. If the geometry is poorly described, then artifacts occur in the
reconstructed images. This is predominantly seen in images reconstructed using the Siddon
algorithm,wherestrongartifactsoccurattheedgesoftheFOV.TheDRFmodeloffersimproved
images since it includes information concerning detector efficiency. In general, for all system
matrices, the dualͲlayer ring geometry offers higher spatially resolved images than the singleͲ
layered ring geometries. Conclusions: Analytic models are faster thanMonte Carlo simulations,
but, the imagequality is strongly affectedby how well the scanner geometry andthe detector
efficiency are describedin the system matrix. Future work will involve optimization of the DRF
model to achieve a good compromise between image quality and computational time.
References:[1]SiddonR.L.,Med.Phys.12(1985)252[2]StrulD.etal.,Phys.Med.Biol.48(2003)
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ThefourthsystemwasafourͲheadeddedicatedbraincamerawithparallelholecollimators.The
abnormal images were compared to both the normal printout scans and various databases of
controlsubjectsusingthestandarddataprocessingsettings.ResultsConsiderablevariabilitywas
observedinthedetectabilityofthesimulatedlesionsonthefourcamerasystems.Inparticular,
thereconstructionmethod(FBPvsOSEM)anddifferentfilterchoicesstronglyaffectedoutcomes.
ConclusionTheabilitytosimulaterealisticnormalandabnormalHMPAOSPECTscanshasbeen
demonstrated using a subresolution phantom. This technique has proved to be useful in the
optimizationoflesiondetectability.
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Gated blood pool SPECT automatic detection of LV regional
wall motion abnormalities validated by quantitative cardiac
magnetic resonance imaging
K. J. Nichols1, A. Van Tosh2, Y. Wang2, C. J. Palestro1, N. Reichek2; 1North
Shore Long Island Jewish Health System, New Hyde Park, NY, UNITED
STATES, 2St. Francis Hospital, Roslyn, NY, UNITED STATES.
Objective: To validate detection of left ventricular (LV) regional wall motion abnormalities by
gated blood pool SPECT (GBPS) using cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) as the reference
standard, and to determine whether automated (A) or manual (M) GBPS calculations are as
accurate as visual (V) detection of LV regional motion abnormalities. Materials and Methods:
GBPS data were analyzed by “BPͲSPECT” A algorithms for 35 patients with cardiac disease and
compared to ECGͲgated TrueͲFISP cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) evaluations. A algorithms
isolatedLVcountsandformed3rdorderFourierfitsoftimeͲactivitycurvestocomputeglobalLV
ejection fraction (EF). M GBPS calculations, requiring identifying optimal vertical long axis and
shortaxistomographicsectionsanddrawingLVoutlinesontheseimages,alsowereperformed
by an experienced observer without knowledge of A or CMR results. A and M regional EF
calculations were performed by isolating volumetric counts into 17 conventional LV segments
and performing 3rd order Fourier fits to each of the 17 separate curves. Regional CMR wall
motionwasperformedbyMedis“MASS”algorithms,measuredbymanualendocardialcontours
for 60°Ͳsamples of short axis cines over 11Ͳ13 tomographic slices, reͲsampled into the
conventional 17 segmental model. GBPS and CMR values were compared against previously
determinednormallimitstoidentifyabnormallylowGBPSregionalEFandabnormallylowCMR
regionalWMcases.Anexperiencedcardiologistgradedhisvisual(V)impressionofregionalwall
motionabnormalitiesona5Ͳpointscaleindependentlyontwoseparateoccasions(V1andV2),
withoutknowledgeofquantitativeGBPSorCMRresults.Datawereanalyzedseparatelyforleft
circumflex (LCX), left anterior descending (LAD) and right coronary artery (RCA) territories.
Results:Forallcoronaryterritories,MandAGBPSagreedequallywellwithCMRinidentifying
wall motion abnormalities (84±2% versus 84±2%, p=0.83), and were superior to V1 (78±2%,
p=0.005) and V2 (79±2%, p=0.02). M and A detection of wall motion abnormalities were
significantly more accurate for LCX than LAD territories (p=0.02) but were similar for RCA
territories(0.09)(seeTable).MandAaccuracywassimilartoV1andV2forLADterritories,but
significantlymoreaccuratethanV1andV2forLCXandRCAterritories(seeTable).Conclusion:
Automatic GBPS computations accurately identified LV regional wall motion abnormalities, and
weresuperiortovisualanalysisforthispurpose,particularlyforLCXandRCAterritories.
Accuracybycoronaryterritory(*p<0.05versusA)


Automatic(A) Manual(M) Visual(V1,V2)

LAD 81±3%

83±3%

81±4%,79±4%

LCX 92±3%

89±3%

75±6%*,77±6%*

RCA 85±3%

84±3%

73±4%*,78±4%*
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Multi-Camera Comparison of HMPAO SPECT Simulated
Lesion Detectability Using a Subresolution Sandwich
Phantom

SPECT Radionuclide Ventriculography in the Assessment of
Advanced Heart Failure Patients: A Comparison of Planar
Radionuclide
Ventriculography,
Transthoracic
Echocardiography and Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging

R. B. Holmes1, D. Martin2, L. Tossici-Bolt2, L. Jenkins3, N. Bush4, P. M.
Kemp2; 1United Bristol Healthcare NHS Trust, Bristol, UNITED KINGDOM,
2
Southampton University Hospitals NHS Trust, Southampton, UNITED
KINGDOM, 3University Hospital Birmingham NHS Foundation Trust,
Birmingham, UNITED KINGDOM, 4North Bristol NHS Trust, Bristol, UNITED
KINGDOM.
AimUseofanormaldatabaseinquantitativeanalysisofbrainsingleͲphotonemissioncomputed
tomography(SPECT)facilitatesthedetectionofdefectsinindividualorgroupstudiesbyreducing
observer subjectivity. The ability to simulate normal and abnormal images would allow various
important areas in rCBF SPECT analysis in general and topics related to the use of normal
databases in particular to be studied. These areas include the optimization of the detection of
abnormalbloodflowandtheportabilityofnormaldatabasesbetweengammacamerasystems.
To investigate this further we have constructed a hardware phantom and scanned various
combinations of radioactive brain patterns and simulated skull configurations on a number of
different gamma cameras. Materials and Methods A subresolution sandwich phantom with a
simulated skull was assembled using a highͲresolution segmented MR scan printed with a
99mTcO4Ͳ mixture and scanned using four camera systems in three different centres. Previous
work had established a printed phantom configuration (involving optimization of the printed
GM:WM ratio and simulated skull) that was considered normal on SPM comparison with a
database of normal subjects. Abnormal phantom configurations were then created by
introducing hippocampal and precuneal lesions into the normal printout pattern. Both normal
and abnormal printouts were scanned multiple times on the camera systems. Three of the
systemswerestandarddoubleͲheadedgammacamerasequippedwithparallelholecollimators.

K. Wechalekar1, B. Chandrasekaran2, J. Stirrup1, K. Benson1, J. Bailey1, A.
Duncan1, R. Mohiaddin1, R. Sharma1, T. McDonagh1, S. Underwood2; 1Royal
Brompton Hospital, London, UNITED KINGDOM, 2Imperial College, London,
UNITED KINGDOM.
Aim We assessed SPECT radionuclide ventriculography (SRNV) in severe left ventricular (LV)
dysfunctionpatientsundergoingcardiacresynchronisationtherapy(CRT).SRNVwascomparedto
planar radionuclide ventriculography (PRNV), transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) and cardiac
magnetic resonance ventriculography (CMRV). Materials and Methods 40 patients (35 Men)
including 16 in atrial fibrillation at baseline, median age 73 years (57 Ͳ77), with severe LV
dysfunctionwithNHYAclassIIIsymptoms,prolongedQRSandonmaximaltherapywerestudied
priorto,after6and12monthsofCRT.AllpatientshadsamedayimagingwithTTE,PRNV,SRNV
(latter both on ADAC Forte camera done in succession) and while CMR was possible within 2
weeksin24/40patientswithoutdevices.Allinvestigatorswereblindedtoresultsbythevarious
techniques.Planaracquisitionwasperformedwithbestseptalseparationview(32frames,20%
window for RͲR interval). SPECT was performed from RAO 450 to LPO 450 (16 frames, 20%
window). The planar data was processed with Hermes (FUGA) and SPECT was processed with
Cedars Sinai QBS software. TTE and CMR volumes were determined using previously validated
techniques. Results In total, 84 planar RNV, 79 SPECT RNV, 65 Echo, 24 CMR studies were
performed on 40 patients. In contrast to SRNV, PRNV acquisitions often needed more than 1
angle to achieve adequate septal separation. The mean (± standard deviation) LV ejection
fraction (LVEF) were: PRNV 26.5 (±11.84), SRNV 29.13(±12.00), TTE 25.15(±9.34) and CMR
25.08(±9.03).TherewashighlysignificantcorrelationbetweentheendͲdiastolicandendͲsystolic

